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	enterFactsOfCase: Information provided indicates the firm is a religious entity.  The worker has performed services for the firm since 1983.  The firm has inconsistently reported the income paid on both Form W-2 and Form 1099-MISC documents, with no changes in services.  The firm indicated due to financial constraints they switched the employees to independent contract status.  The firm indicated all work assignments were determined by the Music Director.  Services were performed on firm premises.  The worker was required to attend staff meetings and required to perform his services personally. The firm indicated it provided the musical instrument.  The worker was paid on a bi-weekly basis.  The firm indicated as of September 2018, the worker was still employed by the firm. The worker filed the request for a work classification determination.  He has provided services for the firm since 1983.  The firm notified their workers in 2014, that they would no longer be withholding payroll taxes from their pay, and they would be responsible for their own taxes.  No change in services took place.  In 2009 the firm gave the workers the option to either have taxes withheld or not from their pay. (Memo dated December 17, 2009).  The worker indicated the governing bodies determined when services were to be performed, such as all morning and afternoon services, funerals, and any outside engagements as needed.  Rehearsals were held weekly.  Most services were performed on church premises.  He agreed he was required to attend any staff meetings.  He was required to perform his services personally. He agreed the firm provided the musical instruments.  He provided some on occasion as needed.  He was paid a set salary, determined by the board. He indicated he was given paid vacations and sick pay. 
	enterAnalysis: The withholding of income tax or the Federal Insurance Contributions Act (FICA) tax from an individual’s wages is “treatment” of the individual as an employee, whether or not the tax is paid over to the Government.  The filing of an employment tax return and Form W-2 for a period with respect to an individual, whether or not tax was withheld from the individual, is “treatment” of the individual as an employee for that period.  The worker received a Form W-2 and a Form 1099-MISC from you in the course of the work relationship, and the services did not substantially change.  As previously stated, the issuance of Form W-2 and/or the withholding of taxes on income for an individual would be considered treatment of the individual as an employee, and would apply in this case.  CONCLUSIONBased on the above analysis, we conclude this has been an erroneous misclassification of employment.  The firm has switched back and forth from issuing Form W-2 to Form 1099-MISC documents, with no changes in services taken place.  It is never a matter of choice for one to have taxes withheld. Nor is it a matter of choice based a firm's financial standing.  Specific employment tax rules are in place defining an employee vs. independent contractors. The firm continued to exercise direction and control over the worker to the degree necessary to establish that the worker was a common law employee.  The worker was paid a set salary throughout the work relationship, was required to maintain a set schedule and was obligated to be available for additional services such as weddings, funerals, communions etc.



